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SKI BOOTS 

Ski Boots are one of the most important pieces of equipment to help your child feel and do 

what a coach is teaching your child. 

You want to get a boot that is the right size. Parents have a tendency to buy bigger thinking it 

will last 2 years which can be true but on the technical side, it will slow down the progression 

of your child if his/her foot is moving too much in the boot but also lead to painful feet and 

the beginning stages of bone spurs etc… 

If the boot is the right size and fit, this will allow your child to have a better control of his/her 

skis, in the movements that his/her coach is teaching your child. 

We are looking for a boot that your child is able to flex at the ankle by leaning his/her shins 

against the front of the ski boots. With good ankle flexion, we want to make sure that the top 

part of the ski boot is well enveloped around the calf. We don’t want to be able to put our 

hand inside, down the boot, this will mean that the top part of the ski boot is not tight enough. 

Different brands exist for wider or more narrow feet. Boots with three or four buckles are 

recommended, depending on their height, age, weight and technical level. 

We also want to look at the flex of the boot. The lower the number, the more flexible the boot 

will be. The higher the flex is, the stiffer the boot will be. A racer who skis on a 130 flex or 

higher will be a strong, big athlete, FIS and above. 

We can give you here an idea of what to look at, but the best advice will come from the coach 

as he/she will know your child best.  

 

 A 3-buckle boot, 50 flex is for a young child U8 (2016-2017) 

 

 

 

A 4-buckle boot, 60 flex is for a young skier about 8 to 11yo. This would be age 

category U10 and U12 (small height and light weight) 

 

 

 

A 4-buckle boot, 70 flex, 90flex, 100 flex, 110 flex, 120 flex 130 flex etc… 

This flex will vary roughly from age category U12 and above 
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SKIS 

INTERFIELD TEAM:  

Age category U8, U10 and U12, U14, kids born in 2010 to 2017.  

We would like for the U8 and U10 to have 1 pair of skis. A slalom race ski, sandwich 

construction if possible. Height between nose and fore head.  

If your child measures 125cm or more you will be able to find a junior race sandwich 

construction. If your child is smaller, then it will be more a foam construction ski which means 

the skis are lighter and more supple for little kids. 

No twin-tips (freestyle skis) or powder skis for the QAST race programme, unless it’s a free 

ski/powder day then it’s your choice of skis        

Athlete’s born in 2010-2012: We would like you to have 2 pairs of skis, 1 GS ski and 1 SL ski 

GS (Giant Slalom): Take the same length as your height or max +5cm 

SL (Slalom): +/- 10cm shorter than your height 

Protections needed for kids born in 2013 and older: pole guards, shin guards and chin guards 

for slalom training for cross blocking 

 

NATIONAL POINTS TEAM:  

Age category U14 and U16, kids born in 2008 to 2011.  

You will need GS (Giant Slalom), SL (Slalom) and SG (Super G) skis also for U16’s. 

For athletes born in 2010 & 2011, depending on your technical skills, height and weight you 

will be looking at: 

SG: Use your GS skis or a GS ski that is longer with a bigger radius (about 23-25m). Please check 

with your coach. 

GS: 5 to 10cm bigger than your height, minimum 17m radius to 21m radius. 

SL: -10 to -15cm than your height 9 to 12m radius 

The radius of the skis will depend on the brand, the length and type of the skis but this is 

giving you a rough idea. 

 

For athletes born in 2008 & 2009:  

SG: 183cm - 193cm and 30M radius.  These are a FIS GS ski that you will be able to use when 

you move onto FIS. 
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First year FIS you have a 5cm tolerance for your GS skis, which means as a woman you would 

be on a 188cm GS ski so you can race FIS and ANC races. If you use your 5cm tolerance for 

your first year FIS, you would be skiing on a 183cm which allows you to race FIS. If you race an 

ANC on a 183 for woman or 188cm for men, you might get disqualified.  

So, if you are born in 2008 and you are racing FIS the year after, think about getting a GS ski 

to use for your SG races that are a 188cm for woman and a 193cm for men so that you can 

use them the year after and already get use to your equipment. 

GS: 175-180cm and 21 to 25m radius. 

SL: 150cm-157cm and 12m radius 

 

FIS TEAM:  

Age category 2007 and older 

Woman SL: 155cm minimum and 158cm maximum and 12m radius 

Woman GS: Minimum 183cm and 30m radius, can compete in FIS races 

Woman GS: Max 188cm and 30m radius, authorised to compete in FIS and ANC races 

Woman SG: Minimum 205 /*-5cm tolerance 

 

Men SL: 165cm (ANC) *-10cm tolerance for first year FIS, so 155cm (FIS)  

Men GS: 193cm (ANC) and 30m radius / * -5cm tolerance for first year FIS, so 188cm (FIS) 

Men SG: Minimum 210cm / *-5cm tolerance 
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HELMET 

For athletes born in 2010 and older you must have a FIS approved helmet. They are very easy 

to recognize as they have the following sticker on them.  

 

 

 

 

 

For all kids competing in Interfield races you must be wearing an alpine skiing helmet. 

The head is the part of the body that grow’s the least, make sure you get a helmet that is the 

right size as we want to make sure, in case of a fall that the helmet stays on! 

The helmet should come down to the middle of the forehead and goggle should be the right 

size and shape to fit in the helmet. 
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TUNING 

In ski racing, it is important to maintain your skis and have them tuned and waxed for every 

training. It’s not worth having the most expensive skis and not maintaining them.  To be able 

to get the most out of your training, skis need to be tuned every time you use them. Imagine 

baking a chocolate cake and only having eggs and not the rest, the end results won’t be as 

pleasant. When edges are sharp and skis waxed, this will allow your child to train and race at 

his/her best.  

When buying new skis out of the factory/shop or second-hand skis, it is important to tune 

the skis and get them set and ready for your child as the angle of them will not be the right 

one. Let the shop know which angles you would like for base and side walls so they can set 

the machine properly for what you want. 

Edge angle for the following categories, this will depend on your age, strength and skiing 

level: 

FIS Team: base 0.5 - side wall 87/3 or lower  

National Point Team, DOB 2007 and 2008: base 0.5 – side wall 87/3 

Interfield Team, DOB 2012 – 2016: base 0.5 – side wall 88/2 

Interfield Team, DOB 2011: base 0.5 – side wall 88/2 or 87/3 if the coach tell’s you that you 

are ready for it 

Here is the minimum equipment that we would like you all to have for next winter. Please 

get all the equipment ASAP and start practicing with your child so that when we meet again 

in June for our first tuning workshop for parents, you will be able to ask all your questions. 

1. Table/Bench for tuning 

2. Vices that can be attached onto tuning bench 

3. Sidewall tool to get the plastic material by the edges off, to be able to sharpen edges 

4. Edge sharpener tool/guide with different degrees depending on what angle you want 

your edges done, usually 87/3 or 88/2 

5. Files to attach to edge sharpener tool to sharpen edges, 200mm and 150mm 

6. Diamond stone to clean edges after sharpening 

7. Wax, Blue, Red and Yellow 

8. Iron to wax skis 

9. Plastic scraper to take wax off skis 

10. Brushes to polish skis after scrapping, Nylon and Horsehair brush 

11. Break retainers/elastics to be able to sharpen and wax skis 

12. Little metal brush to clean files when you do edges 

 

These tools would be a great start. The more you get into tuning the bigger your tuning box 

will become        
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Here is a bit more for you to read if you are interested:  

Specifications_for_Alpine_Competiton_Equipment_1.pdf (fis-ski.com) 

http://vola.ski/catalogues/VOLA_CATALOGUE_21-22.pdf  

http://toko.ch 

http://www.razor-tune.com 

 

 

Don’t hesitate to email if you have any other questions: celine@qast.org.nz 

 

Have a great summer and see you next winter      

https://assets.fis-ski.com/image/upload/v1544601370/fis-prod/Specifications_for_Alpine_Competiton_Equipment_1.pdf
http://vola.ski/catalogues/VOLA_CATALOGUE_21-22.pdf
http://toko.ch/
mailto:celine@qast.org.nz

